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Abstract: A Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network or VANET is a sub form of Mobile Ad-Hoc Network or MANET that gives correspondence amongst vehicles and amongst vehicles and street side base stations with a point of giving productive and safe transportation. A vehicle in VANET is thought to be an insightful mobile hub equipped for speaking with its neighbors and different vehicles in the network. VANET presents more difficulties perspectives as contrast with MANET as a result of high versatility of hubs and quick topology changes in VANET. Different routing protocols have been composed and introduced by scientists in the wake of considering the major difficulties required in VANETs. This paper gives an overview of routing protocols for VANET. It covers application zones, difficulties and security issues winning in VANETs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile Ad-hoc network (MANET) is emerging globally as a correspondence component [1]. A MANET is generally characterized as a network that has many free or independent hubs frequently made out of mobile gadgets or other mobile pieces that can arrange themselves in different ways and work without strict top-down network administration [3]. Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks is integrated with remote hubs that can convey anyplace. MANET are categorized into three sorts: VANET, InVANET and iMANET.

Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) is technology that integrates the capabilities of new generation remote networks to vehicles. VANET builds a robust Ad-Hoc network between mobile vehicles and roadside units. It is a form of MANET that establishes correspondence among nearby vehicles and contiguous settled device, generally described as roadside mechanical assembly. VANET can accomplish emotional correspondence between moving hub by using distinctive specially appointed networking devices, for example, Wifi IEEE 802.11 b/g, WiMAX IEEE 802.10, Bluetooth, IRA, [2].

VANET is mostly gone for providing security related information and activity management. Wellbeing and activity management involves continuous information and specifically influence lives of individuals traveling out and about. Effortlessness and security of VANET instrument guarantees greater effectiveness. Security is acknowledged as prime attribute of Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) framework. The majority of all hubs in VANET are vehicles that can form self-organizing networks without prior knowledge of each other. VANET with low security level are more vulnerable to continuous assaults. There are extensive varieties of uses like business establishments, buyers, amusement where VANET are conveyed and it is exceptionally important to add security to these networks with the goal that damage to life and property couldn't happen.

VANET teach adequate potential in vehicles to transmit warnings about natural perils, movement and street conditions and regional information to different vehicles. Vehicles move at such a high speed, to the point that it is harder to keep up a consistent handoff and a relentless availability to the Internet.

II. VANET ARCHITECTURE

A VANET system architecture consists of totally different domains and lots of individual elements as pictured in figure 1.
In-vehicle domain
This consists of an on-board unit (OBU) and one or additional application units (AU) inside a vehicle. AU executes a set of applications utilizing the communication capability of the OBU. An OBU is at least equipped with a (short range) wireless communication device dedicated for road safety, and probably with different optional communication devices (for safety and non-safety communications). The excellence between AU and OBU is logical; they'll also reside in a very single physical unit [4].

Ad hoc domain
An ad hoc domain [4] consists of vehicles equipped with OBUs and road-side units (RSUs), forming the VANET. OBUs type a mobile ad hoc network that permits communications among nodes while not the want for a centralized coordination instance. OBUs directly communicate if wireless connectivity exists among them; else multi-hop communications are wont to forward information.

Infrastructure domain
The infrastructure consists of RSUs and wireless hotspots (HT) that the vehicles access for safety and non-safety applications. Whereas RSUs for web access are usually established by road directors or different public authorities, public or in private owned hot spots are typically established in a very less controlled surroundings [4].

III. AD HOC ROUTING PROTOCOLS
VANET has some special characteristics that distinguish it from different mobile ad hoc networks; the foremost necessary characteristics that differentiate VANETs from MANETs are: high mobility, self-organization, distributed communication, road pattern restrictions, and no restrictions of network size. Of these characteristics created VANETs environment a terribly difficult task for developing efficient routing protocols. We’ve got variety of ad hoc routing protocols for MANETs however handling a VANET we need ad hoc routing protocols that should adapt ceaselessly according to the unreliable conditions. MANET routing protocols aren't suited for VANET as a result of it is troublesome for MANET routing protocols to seek out stable routing paths in VANET environments. Many routing protocols have been developed for VANET environments, which will be classified in some ways, according to completely different aspects; such as: protocols characteristics, techniques used, routing information, quality of services, network structures, routing algorithms, and so on.

Figure 2: VANET routing protocols classification

GEOGRAPHIC (POSITION) BASED ROUTING
In geographic (position-based) routing, the forwarding call by a node is primarily created based on the position of a packet’s destination and therefore the position of the node’s one-hop neighbors. The position of the destination is hold on in the header of the packet by the source. The position of the node’s one-hop neighbors is obtained by the beacons sent sporadically with random jitter (to stop collision). Nodes that are among a node’s radio range will become neighbors of the node. Geographic routing assumes all nodes is aware of its location, and therefore the sending node is aware of the receiving node’s location by the increasing popularity of global Position System (GPS) unit from an onboard Navigation System and also the recent analysis on location services, severally. Since geographic routing protocols don't exchange link state info and don't maintain established routes like proactive and reactive topology-based routings do, they're a lot of robust and promising to the extremely dynamic environments like VANETs. In alternative words, route is set supported the geographic location of neighboring nodes that are close to each other. Figure 2 sub-classifies Geographic routing into 3 classes of non-Delay Tolerant Network (non-DTN), Delay Tolerant Network (DTN), and hybrid. The non-DTN kinds of geographic routing protocols don't consider intermittent connectivity and are solely sensible in densely inhabited VANETs whereas DTN kinds of geographic routing protocols do take into...
account disconnectivity. However, they are designed from the angle that networks are disconnected by default. Hybrid kinds of geographic routing protocols combine the non-DTN and DTN routing protocols to take advantage of partial network connectivity.

IV. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR VANET

Authentication

In VANET greedy drivers or the other adversaries can be condensed to a greater extent by authentication mechanism that ensures that the messages are sent by the actual nodes. Authentication, however, increases privacy concerns, as a basic authentication scheme of connecting the identity of the sender with the message. It, therefore, is absolutely essential to validate that a sender has a certain property which gives certification as per the application. For example, in location based services this property could be that a vehicle is in a particular location from where it claims to be [5].

Message Integrity

Integrity of message ensures that the message is not changes in transit that the messages the driver receives are not false [5].

Message Non-Repudiation

In this security based system a sender can be identified easily. But only specific authority is approved for sender identification. Vehicle could be identified from the authenticated messages it sends [6].

Access control

Vehicles must function according to rules and they should only perform those tasks that they are authorized to do. Access control is ensured if nodes act according to specified authorization and generate messages accordingly [5].

Message confidentiality

Confidentiality is required to maintain privacy in a system. Law enforcement authority can only enforce this privacy between communicating nodes [6].

Privacy

This system is used to ensure that the information is not leaked to the unauthorized people. Third parties should not be able to track vehicle movements as it is a violation of personal privacy. Location privacy is also important so that no one should be able to learn the past or future locations of vehicles [23].

Real time guarantees

It is essential in VANET, as many safety related applications depend on strict time guarantees. This feature is necessarily required in time sensitive road safety applications to avoid collisions [22].

V. CONCLUSION

VANET are very effective means of communication between moving vehicles. Various research issues and security requirements have been described. VANET would provide better platform and effective communication between vehicles with further advancement and evolution of new approaches.
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